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PHIAC ref 1 10602 RBHS ACCC submission

Dr Richard Chadwick
General Manager
Adjudication Branch
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
GPO Box 3131
Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Dr Chadwick

Re: Reserve Bank Health Society Ltd application for authorisation A91264 - interested
party consultation

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Reserve Bank Health Society Ltd (RBHS)

applicaiion for Austialian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACGG) authorisation for

"àrt"in 
aspects of its management services agreement with Lysaght Peoplecare Ltd

(Peoplecare).

The private Health lnsurance Administration Council (PHtAC) is the independent statutory

authority that regulates registered private health insurers in Australia. PHIAC is aware of and

has considered the plannãd transfer of management services and is broadly supportive of

the proposed arrangement. PHIAC notes that the business model of outsourcing

r"n"gär"nt serviús, while not without risk, allows smaller funds to operate efficiently and

provide a competitive alternative for consumers'

Below is a response to the discussion points raised in your letter of 12 May 2011 . I have

used your numbering for ease of reference.

L lt is very likely that the proposed arrangement will result in increased efficiencies in the

operatións of RBHS. RBHS is the smallest private health insurer, in terms of market

,i-'"r", operating in Australia and will continue to operate as a restricted fund. Due to the

relative size of the insurer, management expenses are currently higher than the industry

average. The arrangement will very likely deliver good value to RBHS policyholders.

2. lt is expected that the arrangement will result in increased services for consumers'
peoplecare delivers a range of innovative services for their policyholders that may be

able to be similarly implemented for RBHS, although ultimately this will be a commercial

decision for RBHS.

3. lt is likely that RBHS will have an increased capacity to deliver compliance with

regulatory requirements should the arrangement be implemented.

4. The proposed arrangement will not, in PHIAC's view, have a material impact on the

broader market for private health insurance, as the proposed arrangement represents a

very small change in the private health insurance landscape. Peoplecare's ability to

compete with laiger service providers will not markedly alter with the arrangement.

Moreover, competitive forces remain strong in the industry'

pHIAC's assessment of why there are very few new entrants to the industry include that
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there is a saturated and mature market, with limited opportunity for organic growth.
There are relatively high start-up costs due to regulatory compliance, capital
requirements, corporate expertise and high member acquisition costs, Further, the
inability to risk rate products due to community rating, risk equalisation requirements,
portability arrangements and price regulation and the existence of Medicare play a role in

what is a complex and challenging competitive environment.

5. lt is very unlikely that the proposed arrangement will result in any public detriment.

6. PHIAC does not hold a view on the appropriateness of the precise length of approval
sought. That said, PHIAC endorses an arrangement which will ensure that there is
sig nificant stability surrounding RH BS's administrative arrangements.

7. The scope of the services to be provided by Peoplecare appear reasonable and are
consistent with the management services Peoplecare currently successfully provide to
another small registered private health insurer.

L should the ACCC not provide authorisation for the arrangement, it would present a

difficult situation for RBHS in the medium to long term to remain competitive or indeed
viable. The uniqueness of the Australian private health insurance system and its
regulatory framework mean an independent (non-industry) provider of services may not
be able to perform the services as efficiently as an industry participant. lt is possible that
other industry providers could deliver services, however, Peoplecare have a good track
record providing outsourced management services.

Any questions in relation to this submission should be directed to Josh Edwards, Manager,
Prudential Standards and Transactions on (02) 6215 7916 or iosh.edwards@phiac.qov.au.

Shaun


